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CFAI was established in 
1985 to prepare a new crop 
of skilled professionals 
in the field of finance in 

the competitive corporate 
sector in India. The group has 
come a long way since then 
leaving a significant mark in 
the Indian educational system 
as a premier business school 
having a pan-India network 
and presence. Keeping with its 
vision to promote its research 
culture and teaching Innovation 
further across India, the ICFAI 
Group launched the ICFAI 
Business Schools (IBSs) at 
eight different locations in India 
in 1995 to offer high-quality 

2 years’ PG Management 
Programs with specializations 
in different fields. 

‘The ICFAI Group’s culture 
of teaching & learning fosters 
intellectual and personality 
development. Its students 
carry an attitude of ownership 
of their work.  The Group strives 
to make the students - DOERS.  
The programs are designed 
such that the students & 
professionals graduating from 
the institution have the ability to 
take risks, make decisions and 
own the work. ICFAI Group 
system, strongly believes in 
developing an ‘entrepreneurial 
mindset’ among its graduating 

students.’

AcAdemIc excellence
Consistently ranked among 
the top ranked B-Schools 
in India, the group has 11 
private universities in different 
states to expand its reach, 
promote equity and encourage 
excellence among its students, 
transforming them into future 
leaders engrained with a high 
degree of moral and social 
responsibility along with high 
corporate competence.

The group consistently 
upgrades its research and 
teaching methodology and 
collaborates with leading 
universities/institutions for 
student-exchange and faculty-
exchange programs to create 
a strong pool of competent 
professionals and expert 
faculty members. Keeping with 
its culture of innovation, the 
ICFAI group has introduced 
the novel concept of case 
study methodology at IBS and 
its Case Research Centre has 
established its reputation as 
a centre of excellence, having 
won several national and 
international accolades for 

educational excellence.

Tech-enAbled leArnIng
Having established its 
distinctive identity in the area 
of postgraduate business 
management programmes, 
the group has also introduced 
undergraduate programs in 
the domain of Science and 
Technology. In a very short 
span of time, its state-of-the-
art Science and Technology 
campuses, known as ICFAI 
Tech Schools, at Hyderabad, 
Dehradun, Agartala, Jaipur, 
Ranchi, Raipur and Baddi have 
gained reputation in imparting 
quality and differentiated 
education, standing among 
the top-tier institutions in the 
country.

IcfaI Group
educATIonAl empowermenT for fuTure leAdershIp

Pursuing its vision of empowering students through world 
class quality education, ICFAI was established in 1984 
as a not-for-profit society with the broad objective of 
empowering citizens through world class quality education 
and since then the Institute has introduced innovative 
education methodology in its educational programs to 
groom highly competent next generation leadership

educATIon


